It is probably true that people receive the advertising they deserve. Even though we often prefer to deny it, advertisements in medical journals must influence and reflect our habits in some way or other, for otherwise the advertisers would not spend such large sums of money on their preparation and publication. Even partial glimpses of excavated advertisements from the days of the ancient Roman and Greek empires can tell us almost as much about the life of those times as do the surviving more formal written records. For example, ' In Pompeii and similar places, advertising by means of signs and inscriptions was quite common... This advertisement was discovered painted on a Pompeii wall: "There will be a dedication or formal opening of certain baths. Those attending are promised slaughter of wild beasts, athletic games, perfumed sprinkling, and awnings to keep off the sun"' (Sutphen, 1968) . Was the 'perfumed sprinkling' devised and provided by predecessors of the cosmetic and pharmaceutical industry of today?
The advertisements of some of our predecessors were the subject of just as much criticism as are some of our own today. Daniel Defoe was scathing in his strictures on some London physicians at the time of the Plague in 1665. He wrote 'It is incredible and scarce to be imagined how the posts of houses and corners of streets were plastered over with the Doctors' Bills and papers of ignorant fellows quacking and tampering with Physick, and inviting the People to come to them for Remedies; which was generally set off with such flourishes as these, viz., Infallible (Dukes, 1963 (Wade & Beeley, 1976 (Burn, 1932 
Conclusion
The products have changed beyond recognition over 60 years, and most of today's advertisements are in glossy colour produced by highly-skilled professional agencies. Some advertisements today have little useful informational content when compared with some published 60 years ago, which surely reflects poorly on the decision making processes of many prescribing doctors. On the other hand, we have many sources of impartial information on drugs and medicines available to us. Future medical historians will, no doubt, comment on the extent to which our prescribing practice is influenced by one rather than the other.
